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The Problem:The Problem:

Commenting with sympathy on the wage demands by Commenting with sympathy on the wage demands by 
the striking municipal workers, the striking municipal workers, The Sunday The Sunday 
Independent NewsIndependent News (2/8) said:(2/8) said:

““[A] broad inflation figure is generally meaningless to a [A] broad inflation figure is generally meaningless to a 
lowlow--income worker, the bulk of whose monthly income worker, the bulk of whose monthly 
expenditure goes on basic food items and services.expenditure goes on basic food items and services.””

�� Can a broad inflation figureCan a broad inflation figure’’ be constructed be constructed 
that is that is ’’more meaningfulmore meaningful’’ to to ””The NationThe Nation””??



International Labour Organisation International Labour Organisation 
international standards manual:international standards manual:

�� ““CPIs must serve a purpose. The precise CPIs must serve a purpose. The precise 
way in which they are defined and way in which they are defined and 
constructed depends very much on what constructed depends very much on what 
they are meant to be used for, and by they are meant to be used for, and by 
whom.whom.””

�� ILO Methods Manual, Ch 1, page 1.ILO Methods Manual, Ch 1, page 1.
(ILO provides the international standard for (ILO provides the international standard for 
how state agencies shall measure inflation).how state agencies shall measure inflation).



Plutocracy = Plutocracy = 
The rule of the wealthyThe rule of the wealthy

�� The term The term plutocraticplutocratic is used by statisticians is used by statisticians 
to describe the method used when to describe the method used when 
determining the rate of inflation. determining the rate of inflation. 

�� ““PlutocracyPlutocracy”” comes from a Greek word comes from a Greek word 
meaning meaning ““the government of the wealthythe government of the wealthy””..



””QuintilesQuintiles””??

�� Around 12.5 million SA households are Around 12.5 million SA households are 
divided into five equally large groups after divided into five equally large groups after 
how much they spend. how much they spend. 

�� They are called They are called ““expenditure quintilesexpenditure quintiles””..

�� (Note: This is not (Note: This is not ““incomeincome”” quintiles).quintiles).



Expenditure QuintilesExpenditure Quintiles
�� Expendtitures per monthExpendtitures per month Shares of total expenditureShares of total expenditure

�� Q1: Q1: 0 0 –– R 1213R 1213 1.78%1.78%
�� Q2: Q2: R1214 R1214 –– R1939R1939 3.88%3.88%
�� Q3:Q3: R1940 R1940 –– R3062R3062 7.17%7.17%
�� Q4:Q4: R3063 R3063 –– R6596R6596 15.61%15.61%
�� Q5:Q5: R6597 R6597 –– and moreand more…… 71.56%71.56%

Each quintile represents about 2.5 million SA Each quintile represents about 2.5 million SA 
householdshouseholds



Income & Expenditure survey Income & Expenditure survey 
2005/062005/06

�� Example: Example: ’’New Motor VehiclesNew Motor Vehicles’’

Q1: Q1: NothingNothing
Q2: Q2: 0.02%0.02% (2 cents out of every R100 spent)(2 cents out of every R100 spent)
Q3: Q3: NothingNothing
Q4: 0.10% (10 cents out of every R100 spent)Q4: 0.10% (10 cents out of every R100 spent)
Q5: 10.14% (R10.14 out of every R100 spent)Q5: 10.14% (R10.14 out of every R100 spent)



Problem: Problem: ””How much shall price How much shall price 
increases on New Motor Vehicles increases on New Motor Vehicles 
influence the inflation figure?influence the inflation figure?””

Seen as Seen as oneone imaginary giant national household, with 5 family imaginary giant national household, with 5 family 
members members ……

……out of its out of its totaltotal expenditure, this household spend quite a lot on expenditure, this household spend quite a lot on 
new carsnew cars……

…… even if only one member (Q5) is doing that.even if only one member (Q5) is doing that.

SolutionSolution: : 
The weighed The weighed ””averageaverage”” expenditure on new cars influences the expenditure on new cars influences the 

official inflation rate to the power of 8.74%. official inflation rate to the power of 8.74%. 
Thus: close to 9% of the official inflation figure depends on prThus: close to 9% of the official inflation figure depends on price ice 

increases on new cars.increases on new cars.



Arriving to Arriving to ’’The FigureThe Figure’’
plutocraticallyplutocratically

7.2*0.7156 =7.2*0.7156 =
= = 5.2%5.2% pointspoints

71.56%71.56%7.2%7.2%R6597 and moreR6597 and moreQ5Q5

9.1*0.1561 =9.1*0.1561 =
= = 1.4%1.4% pointspoints

15.61%15.61%9.1%9.1%R3063R3063--R6596R6596Q4Q4

10.7*0.0717 =10.7*0.0717 =
= = 0.8% 0.8% pointspoints

7.17%7.17%10.7%10.7%R1940R1940--R3062R3062Q3Q3

11.2*0.0388 =11.2*0.0388 =
= = 0.4%0.4% points points 

3.88%3.88%11.2%11.2%R1214R1214--R1939R1939Q2Q2

11.1*0.0178 =11.1*0.0178 =
= = 0.2%0.2% pointspoints

1.78%1.78%11.1%11.1%0 0 –– R1213R1213Q1Q1

This is how the This is how the 
quintilequintile--specific specific 
inflation rates inflation rates 
becomes one becomes one 
official number:official number:

The degree to The degree to 
which these which these 
inflation rates are inflation rates are 
taken into taken into 

consideration.consideration.

In May the different In May the different 
groups is reportedly groups is reportedly 
hit by yearly hit by yearly 
inflations rates of:inflations rates of:

How these 5 How these 5 
groups differ in groups differ in 
their spending their spending 
per month:per month:

Division of all Division of all 
SA households in SA households in 
5 expenditure 5 expenditure 
groups groups 
((““QuintilesQuintiles””))

EEDDCCBBAA



Summing up the official rate of Summing up the official rate of 
inflation from the previous tableinflation from the previous table

�� From column E we see that 0.2 + 0.4 + 1.4 + From column E we see that 0.2 + 0.4 + 1.4 + 
0.8 + 1.4 + 5.2 percentage points = 8%. 0.8 + 1.4 + 5.2 percentage points = 8%. 

�� The weighed average yearly inflation that The weighed average yearly inflation that 
officially hit the nation in May 2009 was 8%. officially hit the nation in May 2009 was 8%. 



The inequality bias of the plutocratic The inequality bias of the plutocratic 
approach:approach:

�� Stats SA formulates it in this way in its Methods Stats SA formulates it in this way in its Methods 
Manual: Manual: 

�� ““The plutocratic index is optimalThe plutocratic index is optimal if not bothered if not bothered 
about income distribution or believing that the about income distribution or believing that the 
existing income distribution is optimal.existing income distribution is optimal.””

�� Rationale:Rationale:
�� ““Plutocratic inflation rates are biased towards the expenditures Plutocratic inflation rates are biased towards the expenditures of wealthier households, of wealthier households, 

but this bias is in line with the overall structure of consumer but this bias is in line with the overall structure of consumer spending.spending.



What expenditure pattern (or What expenditure pattern (or 
inflation inflation ””experienceexperience””) does the ) does the 

official figure match?official figure match?

�� Division into Division into ””quintilesquintiles”” doesndoesn’’t seem to be t seem to be 
enough to get an idea of to what extent the enough to get an idea of to what extent the 
offcial figure reflects an offcial figure reflects an ””experienceexperience”” of of 
inflation.inflation.

�� Inequality also within Q5!Inequality also within Q5!
�� Oosthuizen (2007): The expenditure pattern Oosthuizen (2007): The expenditure pattern 

refected by official inflation is how the 95th refected by official inflation is how the 95th 
percentile percentile makes their household expenditure.makes their household expenditure.



The less you haveThe less you have……
�� Lower income households Lower income households ““are likely to experience are likely to experience 

inflation more negativelyinflation more negatively”” (Oosthuizen, 2007). (Oosthuizen, 2007). 

Theory (Theory (““marginal utilitymarginal utility””):):
““The less you have, the more you are hurt by loosing one unit The less you have, the more you are hurt by loosing one unit 

of what you have.of what you have.””
�� Conclusion:Conclusion: Should Should allall goods and services rise in price goods and services rise in price 

simultaneously with 10%, the poor suffer at lot more than the simultaneously with 10%, the poor suffer at lot more than the 
rich, rich, eveneven if they would have the same expenditure pattern.if they would have the same expenditure pattern.

�� But they havenBut they haven’’t. Millions of households cant. Millions of households can’’t even pay for t even pay for 
basic food stuff and essentialsbasic food stuff and essentials……

�� ……And a tiny minority achieves this end with extreme ease.And a tiny minority achieves this end with extreme ease.



Low income households:Low income households:

�� They are They are ““unable to shift expenditure away unable to shift expenditure away 
from luxury items in the face of price from luxury items in the face of price 
increases.increases.””

�� They cannot replace high quality with low They cannot replace high quality with low 
quality products in case of price hikes, quality products in case of price hikes, 
because they because they ““are generally already are generally already 
consuming low quality productsconsuming low quality products””..

�� Low income households have no savings to set Low income households have no savings to set 
in during periods of high inflation.in during periods of high inflation.



The truth of The truth of ””increased plight felt increased plight felt 
from inflation with lower household from inflation with lower household 

expenditureexpenditure”” is in fact is in fact 
(unconsciously) turned to its (unconsciously) turned to its 
opposite by the  established opposite by the  established 

plutocratic approach. plutocratic approach. 

IIt seems to state: t seems to state: ””The richer you are, the The richer you are, the 
moremore you are hurt by inflationyou are hurt by inflation”…”…?!?!

What is the flaw?What is the flaw?



Ambiquity of the concept Ambiquity of the concept 
””experienceexperience””

Well, are we trying to:Well, are we trying to:
1. 1. ……encompass the total price increase on the whole encompass the total price increase on the whole 

produce that is bought (The CPI basket) with a produce that is bought (The CPI basket) with a 
number??number??

[[……this has nothing to do with sensed this has nothing to do with sensed ’’experienceexperience’…’…]]
OR:OR:
2. 2. …….express what a metaphysical subject (Myrdal, .express what a metaphysical subject (Myrdal, 

1930) 1930) –– The Nation/TheSociety The Nation/TheSociety –– experiences??experiences??
Problem: Are we trying to do this in the meaning Problem: Are we trying to do this in the meaning 

””feelsfeels”” or or ””facesfaces””????



Paranthesis: Paranthesis: ””Democratic indexingDemocratic indexing””

�� ““The democratic index is optimal if we have The democratic index is optimal if we have 
an egalitarian income distribution, and trust an egalitarian income distribution, and trust 
that such distribution is optimal.that such distribution is optimal.””

Stats SA Manual.Stats SA Manual.

�� The weights are set to 20% for all quintiles.The weights are set to 20% for all quintiles.



The The ””sociocraticsociocratic”” method:method:

�� We use the weights given to five expenditure patterns We use the weights given to five expenditure patterns 
by Stats SA by Stats SA in the opposite orderin the opposite order than the official. than the official. 

�� We simply regard We simply regard the inequality in consumption the inequality in consumption 
levels/patterns as an approximation of the levels/patterns as an approximation of the 
inequality in the plight felt from inflation inequality in the plight felt from inflation ……

�� …….if we imagine that this is felt by .if we imagine that this is felt by oneone imaginary imaginary 
household called household called ““The NationThe Nation””..



A diamterically opposedA diamterically opposed
basic moral/political assumption:basic moral/political assumption:

�� But what we are really doing perhaps: What we think But what we are really doing perhaps: What we think 
that we as social collective that we as social collective oughtought to feel when we see to feel when we see 
the inflation figurethe inflation figure

�� Stats SA: Stats SA: ““The The plutocraticplutocratic index is optimalindex is optimal if not bothered about if not bothered about 
income distribution or believing that the existing income distriincome distribution or believing that the existing income distribution is bution is 
optimal.optimal.””

�� The magazine The magazine Amandla! Amandla! :: ““The The sociocraticsociocratic index is the best index is the best 
if we are bothered about income distribution and believe if we are bothered about income distribution and believe 
that the existing income distribution is a disaster.that the existing income distribution is a disaster.””



Sociocratic rule over the figure:Sociocratic rule over the figure:

7.2 * 0.0178 =7.2 * 0.0178 =
= = 0.1% 0.1% pointspoints

1.78%1.78%7.2%7.2%R6597 and moreR6597 and moreQ5Q5

9.1 * 0.0388 =9.1 * 0.0388 =
= = 0.4% 0.4% pointspoints

3.88%3.88%9.1%9.1%R3063R3063--R6596R6596Q4Q4

10.7 * 0.0717 =10.7 * 0.0717 =
= = 0.8% 0.8% pointspoints

7.17%7.17%10.7%10.7%R1940R1940--R3062R3062Q3Q3

11.2 * 0.1561 =11.2 * 0.1561 =
= = 1.7%1.7% pointspoints

15.61%15.61%11.2%11.2%R1214R1214--R1939R1939Q2Q2

11.1 * 0.7156 = 11.1 * 0.7156 = 
= = 7.9% 7.9% pointspoints

71.56%71.56%11.1%11.1%0 0 –– R1213R1213Q1Q1

This is how This is how the the 
quintilequintile--specific specific 
inflation rates inflation rates 
becomesbecomes oneone
alternative alternative 
number & report:number & report:

Reversing the Reversing the 
plutocratic order plutocratic order 
of weights of of weights of 
expenditure expenditure 
patterns.patterns.

In May the 5 In May the 5 
different groups different groups 
is reportedly hit is reportedly hit 
by inflations by inflations 
rates of:rates of:

How these 5 How these 5 
groups differ in groups differ in 
their spending their spending 
per month:per month:

Division of all Division of all 
SA households in SA households in 
5 5 ““QuintilesQuintiles””

EEDDCCBBAA



Amandla!Amandla! ’’sociocraticsociocratic’’ inflation inflation 
reporting:reporting:

The yearly inflation rate in May 2009, as The yearly inflation rate in May 2009, as 
extracted from previous table:extracted from previous table:

7.9% + 1.7% + 0.8% + 0.4% + 0.1% = 7.9% + 1.7% + 0.8% + 0.4% + 0.1% = 10.9%10.9%



Conclusion:Conclusion:
�� Should Should allall goods and services rise in price simultaneously with 10%, goods and services rise in price simultaneously with 10%, 

the poor suffer at lot more than the rich, the poor suffer at lot more than the rich, eveneven if they would have the if they would have the 
same expenditure pattern.same expenditure pattern.

�� But they havenBut they haven’’t. Millions of households cant. Millions of households can’’t even pay for basic food stuff t even pay for basic food stuff 
and essentials. A tiny minority achieves this end with extreme eand essentials. A tiny minority achieves this end with extreme ease.ase.

Consequence for the MORAL & POLITICS of the approach:Consequence for the MORAL & POLITICS of the approach:
�� AA““sociocraticsociocratic”” way of giving a number for inflation way of giving a number for inflation 

discriminates heavily against luxury expenditures. discriminates heavily against luxury expenditures. 
�� It discriminate to lesser degree against the first expenditures It discriminate to lesser degree against the first expenditures 

households generally make after all that is regarded as households generally make after all that is regarded as 
essentials have been bought. essentials have been bought. 



Comparing the last 3 months:Comparing the last 3 months:

88,810,9Amandla! & sociocratically:

6,76,98Stats SA & plutocratically:

6,26,37,2Quintile 5

7,37,89,1Quintile 4

8,38,910,7Quintile 3

8,49,111,2Quintile 2

88,911,1Quintile 1

JulyJuneMayHousehold groups



The moral and politics of The moral and politics of 
’’sociocratic indexingsociocratic indexing’’ of inflation:of inflation:

�� Society should react stronger to price increases Society should react stronger to price increases 
on basic food stuff and essentials than on other on basic food stuff and essentials than on other 
items. items. 

�� If one single number is used to describe what If one single number is used to describe what 
an an ““averageaverage”” household experience from price household experience from price 
increases, it should reflect the widely accepted increases, it should reflect the widely accepted 
truth that the truth that the lessless you can spend the you can spend the moremore you you 
suffer from what is called suffer from what is called ““inflationinflation”” –– not the not the 
other way around.other way around.



What does the What does the ””sociocarticsociocartic””
approach for trade unions? approach for trade unions? 

�� Challenging the main stream talk in media:Challenging the main stream talk in media:
Forging a common experience relevant for the majority and Forging a common experience relevant for the majority and 
not deceitful as to the inflation rate hitting it.not deceitful as to the inflation rate hitting it.

Other alternatives for a group (group indexes):Other alternatives for a group (group indexes):
-- Pointing to onePointing to one’’s quintiles quintile
-- Make oneMake one’’s own studiess own studies

What does it means for Reserve Bank policy? What does it means for Reserve Bank policy? 
……perhaps somethingperhaps something…… But remember ILO manual!!But remember ILO manual!!



What was the purpose?What was the purpose?

““CPIs must serve a purpose. The precise way CPIs must serve a purpose. The precise way 
in which they are defined and constructed in which they are defined and constructed 
depends very much on what they are meant depends very much on what they are meant 
to be used for, and by whom.to be used for, and by whom.””

The purpose was to construct a broad The purpose was to construct a broad 
inflation figure that is inflation figure that is ’’more more 
meaningfulmeaningful’’ to to ””The NationThe Nation””..


